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Name: Andrew Lonergan 

University: University of Tasmania 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: TULS  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: UWS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? President 

Why I am applying to be president after spending 21 months organising conference is a very 

good question. Having been a part of ALSA for this period, I've had a long time to appreciate 

what an incredible student body ALSA is - and I would be excited to transfer the practical 

experience I have already had into the role of president of the incoming committee. As I see it 

there are three main components of the workings of ALSA: Knowledge sharing, Advocacy and 

Conference I think by reducing the time we spend at council discussing the internal workings of 

ALSA, and aggressively pursuing an effective advocacy strategy we can improve these first two 

elements. I also think it goes without saying that having a former convenor as president would 

be invaluable in terms of streamlining and improving the running of conference year to year. 

The experience I have had running the conference committee and the involvement I've already 

had with ALSA have given me the practical skills in leadership, organisation and teamwork that 

are essential to be an effective president. 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Meena Brar 
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University: University of Newcastle 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: University of Newcastle LSA 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: University of Wollongong LSA 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? No 

What position/s are you applying for? President 

 

My name is Meena Brar and I am the current President of the University of Newcastle LSA. I 

held the position of VP Events in 2015, which has traditionally been a two-person role. I have 

had almost 8 years of event planning experience, and almost 10 years of student government 

experience. I am an international JD student and have helped shape the way the JD is run at 

Newcastle and as such have a strong and unique voice to bring to my Presidency of ALSA. I have 

also been integral in helping change the way our students are advocated for and have changed 

the dynamic of our Society through stakeholder (students, staff, admin and LSA) relations, 

implementing grievance policies, accessibility and relevance of representative bodies to 

students and advocated on larger issues that affected the cohort, which at times included 

challenging issues with positive outcomes. I have managed to engage our students along with 

my exec and committee to increase student engagement. My year as VP Events managed to be 

the first year where the Law Revue did not suffer any financial ramifications or deficit, and the 

Law Ball managed to make a significant profit resulting in the funding of competitors to 

participate in national competitions. My vision for ALSA in my terms as President is premised on 

3 things: consultation, direction and support. My vision as President is to support and 

strengthen the ALSA Council both as a body and the results for LSS’ and LSA’s of any size. This 

involves implementing goals or KPI’s that are informed by the incoming councillors and 

ensuring a cohesive alignment of what ALSA should be achieving at the informing of councillors. 

Going hand in hand with that it is important that ALSA Main be united in their goals as well. To 

be President is to support your committee, so as a President I am committed to a common 

agreement on what each ALSA Portfolio wants to achieve in conjunction with council and move 

forward as a united front. It is important for ALSA to advocate on behalf of the all LSS/A’s to 

address issues with their faculty or school to have strong relationships in the name of law 

student benefit. It involves showcasing the strengths of other law schools as a result of the 

ALSA’s role in strengthening their governance, and also empower LSS’/LSA’s in giving them the 

resources to effect change within students and their universities. Such tools includes mentoring 

between smaller and larger LSS’, creating a symbiotic relationship where smaller LSS’ are 

supported by their more established counterparts. President requires passion, adequate 
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experience, and direction. My experience gives that knowledge that is needed to do the best 

job possible as ALSA President. 
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Name: Dan Trevanion 

University: Australian National University 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: ANULSS 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: UNSW  

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? No 

What position/s are you applying for? President 
 

Throughout the 2016 ALSA Conference Council sessions it is clear that Council looks to the ALSA 

Executive for direction and efficient implementation. ALSA is an organisation with the clout to 

advocate on behalf of all law students. There may be disagreement on how this is handled but 

there is no question we are an organisation that helps each other. Of course, effective advocacy 

requires proper management and administration. We must strive to make our time apart as 

productive as our time together. Our time together should be discursive and ambitious. 

Together this boils down to the simple vision that each day we are working we are benefiting 

our fellow law students. This is the direction that I, as President, would lead ALSA towards in 

2016/17. Advocacy ALSA is a composite body that absolutely requires input from its constituent 

members. But this does not mean that it should be stagnant between councils. Our advocacy 

platforms must be more robust to be effective. Our discussions in Council should be the climax 

of research, preparation and rigour on the behalf of the Committee. Recommendations from 

such working papers will guide discussion towards action and real advocacy. Our current 

discussions reflect what ALSA was for a long time – a knowledge sharing forum. It is one thing 

to talk about the issue and to share experiences of the issue. It is another to talk action on the 

issue. Administration ALSA is difficult to administrate effectively. It is simple to point to our 

dispersed nature and our diverse priorities. This will not change and it likely will never be ideal. 

But we can progressively implement quality of life improvements. We are a student body but 

that does not mean we should have less than professional standards in our work and 

administration. There are changes being made, and can further be made, to our regulations and 

councils to reflect ourselves professionally. This is not for show. Professional activity will create 

better outcomes. Progression ALSA is changing and it is important to recognise that. But as we 

are changing we must ensure we are also progressing. This does not mean simply moving 

forward. It means advancing towards a goal – to benefit our fellow law students. We will 

quibble and argue about how to achieve this. Our ideas will help some universities more than 

others. But through effective administration and a proper vision we will continue to progress. 
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Name: Stefanie Fraser 

University: Deakin University 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: UWS  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: RMIT LSS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? VP Finance 

 

I am currently studying a double degree in Law and Commerce majoring in finance. This 

background gives me good knowledge of basic accounting and financial procedures. I have a 

strong mathematical background and this allows me to easily process and crunch numbers. 

During 2016 I have served ALSA as the risk officer. This position has allowed me to gain insight 

into the fundamental workings of ALSA and familiar with the constitution and the Bylaws. 

Meaning that I have the basic background knowledge to be able to adequately fulfil this 

position. I have been working closely with the current VP Finance, which has established a 

relationship where basic training of the accounting software has been completed. I will 

endeavour, if elected to ensure that I am on top of things such as refunds, reports and monthly 

financial statements. Any potential issues that might arise during my term will be prioritised to 

the best of my ability. Finally, with the outcome of the tax-exempt status, if not completed by 

the beginning of my term, I am passionate to complete this and ensure that ALSA complies with 

company charity obligations.  
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Name: Georgia Mullen 

University: University of Tasmania 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: TULS 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: RMIT LSS  

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 
Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? 

VP Administration  

I am applying for VP Administration on the ALSA Executive because working with the ALSA and 

conference committee for 2016 has shown me the work ALSA does to represent the interests of 

law students makes it an incredible student body that I would be excited to be a part of.  

I have been the administration officer on the ALSA conference committee for 2016 and have 

thoroughly enjoyed the my experience. I have proven my strong organisational skills during this 

position, and the skills I have developed are crucial for the role of administration on the ALSA 

Executive.  

I have further demonstrated organisational and general administrative skills through my part-

time job as a hotel receptionist. The ALSA conference 2016 has been a huge time commitment 

and I understand the required commitment for this role which I am prepared to manage. I am 

also familiar with the running and logistics of competitions as I competed in a national 

competition in 2015 and during my role on the ALSA conference committee, I have overseen 

the competitions sub-committee. Overseeing the sub-committee has provided me with pivotal 

experience in team management and the importance of delegating work loads and working 

with a team. I believe that I have demonstrated skills that would make me a valuable addition 

to the ALSA committee in this position.  
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Name: David Orr 

University: Australian Catholic University (North Sydney) 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: MacKillop Law Students’ Society  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: University of Newcastle LSA 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? No 

What position/s are you applying for? VP Administration 

 

Hi! My name is David Orr and I am a Law/Global Studies student running for VPA. I have had 

experience in a number of organisations in Secretary and Presidential roles over the past five 

years, both at UNE in Armidale and ACU in Sydney. I am intimately familiar with the experience 

of law students at regional and small universities. I am running for VPA to bring a different 

perspective, vision and energy to ALSA. It’s my belief that medium and large LSS/LSA’s will 

always have representation on the ALSA Committee, however Small, Boutique and New 

LSS/LSA’s may not. My aim for ALSA in 2017 is to create a create a network outside of ALSA for 

regional and small LSS/LSA’s while improving the communication from ALSA to councilors to 

ensure they have the relevant to information at their disposal to ensure council runs in a way 

that limits the continual revisiting of issues addressed at previous councils without substituting 

high quality content and above all a sense of fun. My vision includes:  

1. Establish a NEW LSS/LSA mentoring scheme. Create a system where experienced LSS/LSA’s 

can mentor inexperienced Councilors. This will help develop more efficiency at meetings and 

create a welcome atmosphere for new councilors, as well as providing additional exposure to 

the leadership of the organisation.  

2. Improve coverage of issues and decisions. Create executive summaries of meetings to 

distribute to councilors. It is known that councilors don’t always read the minutes or council 

papers. High level executive summaries will allow councilors to identify with the documentation 

briefly and explore items in depth that stand out to them.  

3. Ensure that ALSA is enquiring into the issues that LSS/LSA’s are facing with the VPA role and 

seek feedback on improvement.  

4. Maintain regular contact with new/small/regional LSS/LSA’s leading up to council and 

conference to create a welcoming atmosphere. I am passionate, experienced, dedicated and 

will bring a unique perspective to the role of VPA.  
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Name: Jacinta Kenward 

University: Australian Catholic University (Melbourne) 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: St Patrick’s LSS 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: UWS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? VP Administration 

 

My name is Jacinta and I am a third year Bachelor of Laws and Global Studies Student at the 

Australian Catholic University Melbourne Campus. There are two supporting factors I would like 

to draw on in my application for Vice President of Administration.  

1) My experience:  

• First Year Female Representative In first year I was elected as First Year Female 

Representative of the St Patrick’s Law Students Society. In this position I worked on a 

subcommittee with our male and mature-aged first year representative where I was often 

required to act in the position of secretary. I would coordinate meetings, take minutes and 

organise administration for the group.  

• Secretary For the last two years I have been secretary of the St Patrick’s Law Student Society. 

This has provided me with invaluable experience on the inner workings of LSS. In this role I 

organised all administration of the committee, including booking rooms for meetings, sorting 

and sending emails, taking minutes and supporting the committee.  

• February Council Convenor This year I was appointed as convener of February Council in 

Melbourne. In this position I was able to learn the inner workings of ALSA and how the 

committee operates, whilst also learning how to liaise and coordinate a large group of students. 

• ALSA Policy Officer Following this, I was appointed as Policy Officer of ALSA. This role gave me 

the opportunity to sit on the committee and observe committee meetings and operations. 

Furthermore, I was able to study the old ALSA Constitution, the new ALSA Constitution, and the 

bylaws. At Conference 2016 I have also been given the opportunity to run breakout groups, 

take minutes and maintained speaking lists.  

2) That my type Type-B personality will complement and enhance the dynamic of the executive 

• In my LSS, having a secretary with a type b personality (introvert) has strengthened our 

committee immeasurably. Our society found when we faced tension or drama, having someone 
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with a different personality kept out executive level headed and balanced.  

 

Name: Joshua Lim 

University: Deakin University 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: Deakin Law Students’ Society Geelong 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: Deakin Law Students’ Society  

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017: Yes 

What position/s are you applying for?  

Vice President (Administration), Competitions Officer, Marketing Officer 

I am a Singapore born Chinese, Australian citizen by acquisition, and have experienced great 

opportunities that Australia has to offer. I put hard work and honesty as the key to my work, 

and as the elected president of my law society, I have worked hard to improve and enhance 

these opportunities. In my time, I have been the competitions and marketing officer of my LSS, 

and I am currently the president. During my 4 years in the LSS, I have learned a lot of what it 

takes to host legal based skills competitions, and above all experienced the many frustrations 

that come with the job. Having to juggle heats when competitors withdraw, or matching up 

teams to go against each other, whilst ensuring a judge and room is readily available. From 

marketing and being president, I have also learnt the harsh realities of being an organisation’s 

PR manager, and that 24/7 jobs really do exist! Maintaining various social media sites, 

responding to inquiries ASAP on Facebook, and responding to just about a thousand marketing 

request every day. It’s hectic, and I absolutely love it! Not to mention the 3 publications we had 

to pump out for 2015! Combining my experience in Competitions and Marketing, I can safely 

say that the Competitions-Guide is one of my pride and joys. Being President is by far however, 

the most challenging. Chairing meetings, and being the chief of staff of a group of 20 plus law 

students does lend some challenges. Like keep 20 spinning tops spinning! Being chief of staff is 

not just managing individuals though, it’s about ensuring everyone has appropriate support to 

complete their tasks. Aside from the lessons learnt in my various roles, I was also given the 

opportunity to be part of the team to draft our LSS’s Constitution and By Laws. Two pieces of 

work which I take much pride in, and I very much consider myself the guardian of them 

throughout my time in the LSS. In addition to this, I have been very involved in other clubs and 

societies, committees and boards in various capacities throughout the University and beyond. 

Working to organise meetings, functions, and the basics of operating an organisation, to serve 

the student body is simply my passion, and I hope that this passion is enough to give me an 
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opportunity to serve on ALSA’s committee. 

 

Name: Albert Patajo 

University: Australian National University 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: ANULSS  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: UWS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? VP Education 
 

I’m Albert, I’m a penultimate year Law/Chemistry student from the ANU and I’m running for 

Vice-President (Education). I’ve had a wealth of experience in educational advocacy, I was the 

Vice-President (Education) for the ANU LSS in 2015 and this year I’ve been the Education Officer 

working in Higher Education for ALSA.  

 

Working in the Education Portfolio this year has been an incredible experience. Under Bell-

Rowe’s guidance, I have learned a great deal about national advocacy and the issues that law 

students around the country face. This year, we have tackled Mental Health disclosures, the 

state of graduate employment, mental health initiatives and so forth. I’ve helped write 

submissions and responses to numerous professional bodies and an academic journal. I’ve also 

run knowledge sharing sessions in Council and outside of Council to ensure that the Education 

Portfolio is facilitating change and best practice in LSS/LSA’s.   

We have all seen how effective ALSA can be as an advocacy body and I’m running for VP(E) to 

continue the great advocacy work ALSA has done in the past year. We’ve seen a great 

momentum gain in the past 12 months and my focus if I’m elected is to keep this momentum 

up and to start cementing ALSA’s role as a national advocacy body. Education is an incredible 

reactive portfolio and coming out of this election year, there are bound to be numerous policy 

changes that will affect law students. I’m ready and experienced to tackle advocacy issues.   

I’ve had experience managing teams through my role as Vice-President (Education) of the ANU 

LSS. I want to get the most out of the education team and foster strong development to ensure 

that the education portfolio is best representing and aiding Council. I bring a great deal of 

experience and familiarity with ALSA to the role, making me a strong candidate for the role. 

Thank you for your consideration.  
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Name: Holly Gretton 

University: University of Western Australia 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: Blackstone  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: Curtin LSS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? VP Education 

 

I am passionate about improving the legal education experience for all law students across the 

country and as such am applying for the position of Education Vice President of ALSA. My work 

as the Education Vice President of the Blackstone Society this year has given me significant 

insight into the varied issues that students face on campus. In this role I meet regularly with the 

law faculty to advocate for students on issues ranging from wellbeing concerns, special 

consideration and difficulties within units. I have always had an interest in education; I have 

worked for numerous education companies throughout my university studies and have gained 

insight into education at all levels. I have a strong belief that law should be an accessible, 

inclusive and enjoyable experience; moving away from the traditional perception that it is a 

rigorous, mentally taxing degree. I have seen the work that ALSA has done this year and am 

keen to build on that in an organized and coordinated fashion. If I am successful as the 

Education Vice President for ALSA I have a number of ideas I hope to bring to the table and 

convert into action. Firstly, I have a particular passion for advocacy relating to minority groups 

within law schools, especially in the space of disability. I believe there has been limited work 

done in this space and I am hoping to change that. Secondly, I am motivated to build on ALSA’s 

work regarding mental health issues, particularly in developing a plan with each LSS for how we 

respond to students experiencing a mental health crisis. I have had the opportunity to spend 

time with Jerome Doraisamy, the author of the Wellness Doctrines and envisage his input 

regarding ALSA’s actions in this space. Finally, I am passionate to advocate for improved 

transparency between Law Faculties and Student Societies. Whilst each LSS has varying success 

with regards to this, in my experience the opaque nature surrounding policies such as the use 

of past exams and what issues will be considered for special consideration is damaging to this 

relationship. As a collective, I believe we can support each other in this effort. To summarise, I 
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am an incredibly organized, efficient and motivated individual who would thrive on the 

opportunity to improve the educational experience for all law students regardless of age, 

gender or background through collaboration with your LSS. 

Name: Lachlan Robb 

University: Griffith University – Gold Coast 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: Griffith Gold Coast  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: RMIT LSS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? VP Education, Education Officer, Careers 

Officer 

 

I am interested in applying for the role of VP Education, alternately Education officer or Careers 

officer. As the current standing ALSA Careers Officer I am part of the Education portfolio and 

involved with current ALSA advocacy initiatives and understand the way that ALSA operates. I 

offer unique experiences to ALSA, I served as an officer in the Royal Australian Air Force for 

close to 5 years before starting my law degree. This has left me with key leadership skills and 

enthusiasm. I understand the workload of the portfolio, and I have experience in research and 

writing from my current employment as a ghost-writer and the books that I have written. The 

role of VP Education would be to act in the interest of the collective ALSA body to listen to 

current concerns, conduct research into areas of interest and advocacy, bring these matters to 

council and help to produce concise and informative advocacy platforms. I am keen to apply 

myself to a new role and continue to engage with ALSA and law schools around the country.  
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Name: Stefanie Fraser 

University: Deakin University 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: UWS 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: RMIT LSS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? Education Officer 

I am currently studying a double degree in Law and Commerce majoring in finance. During 2016 

I have served ALSA as the risk officer. This position has allowed me to gain insight into the 

fundamental workings of ALSA with the constitution and the Bylaws. Meaning that I have the 

basic background knowledge to be able to adequately fulfil this position. I would love to get 

passionate about the access and inclusion issues faced by students with disabilities. I am 

someone uneducated in the sense but I am happy to front a working paper or research or 

implement some kind of awareness on a national level The whole concept of equity and 

equality is also something I am passionate about. Women in law is something I feel strongly 

towards. Would love to work at the ALSA level for looking into taking some initiative towards a 

queer officer and liaising with equity officers in your society. Maybe a knowledge sharing space 

to fully educate everyone on this issue. Educating students on what's available to them and 

how to pursue wellbeing and health of our law school is also something I feel strongly towards. 

Advocating on behalf of issues like textbook reimbursement. Personally I am self supporting 

and entirely independent through uni. I want to help others be able to handle the pressures 

that these students face juggling work, volunteering, building their experience and full time uni. 

Any potential issues that might arise during my term will be prioritised to the best of my ability.  
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Name: Holly Gretton 

University: University of Western Australia 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: Blackstone  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: Curtin LSS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? Education Officer 

 

I am passionate about improving the legal education experience for all law students across the 

country and as such am applying for the position of Education Officer of ALSA. My work as the 

Education Vice President of the Blackstone Society this year has given me significant insight into 

the varied issues that students face on campus. In this role I meet regularly with the law faculty 

to advocate for students on issues ranging from wellbeing concerns, special consideration and 

difficulties within units. I have always had an interest in education; I have worked for numerous 

education companies throughout my university studies and have gained insight into education 

at all levels. I have a strong belief that law should be an accessible, inclusive and enjoyable 

experience; moving away from the traditional perception that it is a rigorous, mentally taxing 

degree. I have seen the work that ALSA has done this year and am keen to build on that in an 

organized and coordinated fashion. If I am successful as the Education Officer for ALSA I have a 

number of ideas I hope to bring to the table and convert into action. Firstly, I have a particular 

passion for advocacy relating to minority groups within law schools, especially in the space of 

disability. I believe there has been limited work done in this space and I am hoping to change 

that. Secondly, I am motivated to build on ALSA’s work regarding mental health issues, 

particularly in developing a plan with each LSS for how we respond to students experiencing a 

mental health crisis. I have had the opportunity to spend time with Jerome Doraisamy, the 

author of the Wellness Doctrines and envisage his input ALSA’s actions in this space. Finally, I 

am passionate to advocate for improved transparency between Law Faculties and Student 

Societies. Whilst each LSS has varying success with regards to this, in my experience the opaque 

nature surrounding policies such as the use of past exams and what issues will be considered 
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for special consideration is damaging to this relationship. As a collective, I believe we can 

support each other in this effort. To summarise, I am an incredibly organized, efficient and 

motivated individual who would thrive on the opportunity to improve the educational 

experience for all law students regardless of age, gender or background through collaboration 

with your LSS. 

 

Name: Mardi Grivas 

University: Australian Catholic University (Melbourne) 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: St Patrick’s LSS  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: Macquarie University Law Society 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? Education Officer 

 

I am a third year Law/Global Studies Student at the Australian Catholic University, and 

President of the St Patrick’s Law Students’ Society. I have a variety of leadership experience 

which has allowed me to develop skills relevant for the position of Education Officer. In first 

year of university I was appointed as an officer on the LSS and as a member of the ACU 

Melbourne Campus Student Association Head Committee. In second year, I was elected as 

Director of Fundraising on my LSS. This year my committee introduced a Director of Wellbeing, 

and as President I have played a significant role in developing this portfolio. In these roles I have 

learned how to effectively advocate on behalf of students, and ensure their needs and concerns 

are being acknowledged and addressed. In addition, my role on both the MCSA and LSS has 

given me experience which would allow me to effectively support and assist the VP of 

Education and my co-officer. In high school, I was also elected onto the Knox Youth Council. In 

this position I was required to interact with the youth within my municipality and draft a report 

discussing their needs and concerns, which was submitted to my local council. This experience 

provided insight into how to translate the concerns of specific members of the community into 

tangible results. If elected, I would aim to ensure that your views and wishes were accurately 

represented, and do my best to ensure they were developed into an appropriate and timely 

outcome. I am extremely passionate about mental health and wellbeing. Mental health has 

always been an open and welcome conversation in my household, and this is an approach I 

would adopt if elected onto ALSA. As Education Officer I would aim to ensure greater inclusion 

of students which are facing adversity in their university experience, and research further 
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policy’s which LSS/A’s may introduce to help destigmatise mental health in law school. For 

example, consider the approaches adopted by LSS/A’s in other countries. However, the specific 

topics which I would address and the policy or initiatives implemented would be guided by 

concerns identified by ALSA council. I believe my passion within the area of wellbeing, and my 

extensive experience in advocacy make me an excellent candidate for the position.  

 

Name: Alexandra Douvartzidis 

University: Flinders University 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: Flinders LSA 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: Newcastle LSA 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? Careers Officer 

 

With the ever changing and growing employment sphere, I think it is important to respond by 

pursuing a number of career paths as well as engaging with unique and creative work 

experience opportunities. It is imperative that we provide law students with the best tools 

possible. In my roles as Competitions Director and President with the Flinders Law Students’ 

Association, I have engaged with many judges and esteemed members of the legal profession. I 

have also overseen the production of a 200 page careers guide. As a result, I feel capable of 

producing a high quality judge’s associateship guide. This year I have focused on expanding our 

Careers portfolio by engaging with organisations outside of traditional practice. For example, 

we are in the process of planning a Careers fair that will purposefully exclude corporate firms. 

The aim is to provide students to the opportunity to explore career pathways that include: 

Government (such as ATO, public policy, politics and customs), family, criminal and 

humanitarian avenues. I am aware that many universities may already have a careers fair that 

include these pathways, however this has previously been neglected at Flinders. I am extremely 

passionate about ensuring that all students are aware of the potential careers that a law degree 

can produce. Not only this, but presenting seminars and workshops such as: advanced research 

skills, and clerkships which have previously not been completed at our university. As a careers 

officer, I will focus on increasing the access to knowledge of career pathways, and advocate for 

bridging the gaps between university and graduate opportunities. This also extends to working 

with students who may currently be deemed disadvantaged, and advocating for changes where 

necessary.  
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Name: Elise Steegstra 

University: RMIT University 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: RMIT LSS  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: SPLSS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? IT Officer 

IT officer is an integral part of the ALSA committee as the website is often the first point of 

contact for students, alumni and sponsors. A high quality, functional, easy to use and regularly 

updated website is essential for any modern organisation. The current ALSA website is smart 

looking and, being Squarespace, relatively easy to maintain. But we cannot afford to be 

complacent about the quality and quantity of information contained therein. The ALSA email 

outage was an unfortunate confluence of different service providers and accounts. Ongoing 

work must be done to ensure that we understand all the different areas and processes that 

might cause issues for our web presence in the future. Despite the excellent work done by this 

years’ committee in relation to these issues, there is some still some clean-up work that 

remains to be done. I work as the IT Officer for my LSS and rebuilt our website in 2014. I would 

be pleased to serve ALSA as the IT Officer. 
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Name: Alex Cook 

University: University of Western Australia 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: Blackstone  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: Deakin Law Students’ Society 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? IT Officer 
 

I know that I am the ideal candidate for ALSA IT Officer, and I know that for three reasons. 

Firstly, my technical ability is extensive, applicable and results-focused. Over the last seven 

years I’ve worked as an iOS and Android developer, web developer, commercial photographer, 

graphic designer and more. Highlights of my work include numerous websites for not-for-

profits (including Blackstone and the Asia-Pacific UN Society) and a number of applications on 

iOS and Android devices (including one for a six-hundred person conference held in Perth last 

year - ALSA 2017 anyone?). Importantly, I’m also highly proficient with the technologies that 

ALSA already uses - as an example I’m a Professional Developer on the Squarespace platform 

(on which the ALSA website is run). Secondly, this technical ability is grounded in a student 

society context. This is important because I know that I can deliver the kind of professional, 

practical results that ALSA deserves in the strict and time-poor turnarounds that ALSA requires. 

In 2015, I was the Director of IT and Communications of an Asia-Pacific UN Society. In this role I 

managed and upgraded the IT infrastructure for over 12 months, including for a 600 person, 7 

day conference across three venues. Just like ALSA, that organisation (and indeed Blackstone as 

well) hands over portfolios every twelve months, so I’m well accustomed to improvement, 

knowledge management and handover. Finally, my significant LSS President and ALSA Council 

experience ensures that I will be able to easily integrate my output from the position of IT 

Officer into the broader goals of ALSA. Significant aspects of ALSA, like national advocacy, 

knowledge sharing, and mitigating the geographic divide between Law Schools are all facilitated 

by a strong, reliable, and innovative technical framework. Improving the ALSA website by 
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including a better Council portal, an ongoing forum, a Conference/Council app are just some of 

the specific outcomes I’d love to achieve. We’ve heard a lot this week about the future 

challenges and opportunities for ALSA. To really capitalise on these, we need an IT Officer that 

doesn’t just have technical expertise, but has the understanding of the bigger picture. I know 

that I have both. Ultimately, I look forward to contributing my significant technical skill set, my 

knowledge, and my passion for what ALSA can achieve over the next year to our joint mission of 

improving the law student experience, through the role of ALSA IT Officer. 

Name: Elise Steegstra 

University: RMIT University 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: RMIT LSS  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: SPLSS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? Alumni and Scholarships Officer 

  

I am applying for the position of ASO for ALSA because I feel that this position has been under-

utilised so far. There is low engagement with alumni, no visibility of the alumni program 

(possibly no alumni program) and low visibility of the scholarship programs. This is a significant 

problem for ALSA as their alumni are a great resource which is not used. Coming into the 40th 

anniversary of ALSA, now is time to re-engage with this group and reconnect with recent and 

not-so-recent graduates. Moreover, the scholarship program is one area where ALSA can 

directly say they are giving benefit to their member organisations. Plans for this position: - 

Develop a strategic plan of events for the next 3 years, leading up to the 40th anniversary. - 

Connect with alumni in advance of the 40th anniversary, to ask them what activities they would 

like to attend. - Improve the alumni database and the alumni resources. - Develop a strategy to 

publicise the scholarship program. - In conjunction with the Sponsorships Officer, develop ways 

to increase funds for the scholarship program. Being on the board of Girl Guides Victoria, we 

have discussed ways and means of connecting with alumni so as to utilise this resource for the 

organisation. Significantly, we have looked at ways of re-engaging with former members, 

especially those who were youth members but are now adults. This is directly relevant to ALSA 

as we would be trying to engage practitioners in an organisation that is for students. I am 

driven to ensure ALSA remains a vibrant and organisation for law students across Australia. This 

can only be achieved by making strategic plans to connect with our alumni. We need to 

reminder former ALSA participants of the value and benefit that they derived from attending 

ALSA events, and offering them a value-add proposition as part of the alumni database. On the 
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scholarships front, we need to clarify the requirements for the scholarships. The importance of 

this valuable resource for students cannot be highlighted enough. Understanding the processes 

and considerations for awarding or granting a person an award is a serious part of this process, 

along with confidentiality, consideration and compassion. It would be my honour to assist in 

this regard at a national level at ALSA.  

 

 

Name: Grace Norris 

University: Griffith University Gold Coast 

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Nominating: Griffith University LSS  

Financial LSS/A ALSA Affiliate Seconding: SPLSS 

Australian Law Student on 30 September 2017? Yes 

What position/s are you applying for? Marketing Officer 

 

My relevant experience comes from the fact that I have been the Marketing Officer in 15-16 

and I genuinely love my job. When I applied, I didn't think I would get elected. When I did get 

elected, I was so out of my depth and I had no idea what ALSA was. Now, I couldn't imagine my 

life without it. I'm also the advertising rep for the Tamborine Mountain News which means I 

have extensive knowledge of photoshop and InDesign, as well as promotional work. During my 

term, I have begun to piece together a share for share program that aims to develop 

relationships with other Facebook pages and sponsors to mutually benefit each other. I want to 

extend this further by working with the 16-17 sponsorship officer to include it in agreements or 

discussions and spend some quality time discussing it with other law related Facebook pages. I 

also plan to have a bigger and better O-Week. Our promotional stuff went well this year but I 

want to get people excited about ALSA and really involved with what we're doing. This could 

involve a competition similar to the one run in 2015 where a sharer won an iPad, but I would 

like it to be wider, have more chances to win. The Instagram is a lot of fun, and it's my main 

meme space. Followers need to be higher however, which I'd like to really work on over the 16-

17 term 

 


